


 OUR UNITY AND MUTUAL 
UNDERSTANDING HELPED US
TO ACHIEVE OUR COMMON GOALS 



A PERSONAL NOTE
Dear friends!

In recent years a new tradition has 
appeared: we summarize the results of the 
outgoing year and plan the development 
for the coming year.

Of course, 2017 was a productive year 
but I cannot say it was an easy one. Despite 
the difficult situation in the country and 
around us we have finished the year with a 
large growth and expansion of geography 
of supplies of our products.

All our success became possible thanks 
to the highly qualified personnel of the 
Nalchiksky molochny kombinat and, of 
course, a competent team of specialists 
working in regional trade houses. These two 
factors, together with our unity and mutual 
understanding, helped us to achieve our 
goals.

I hope that the coming year, 2018, 
will set an example, and our plans related 
to implementation of new cutting edge 
equipment and technologies will come true.

Keep up the good work!

With deepest respect,
Shamsudin Yakubov,

 Director General
Nalchiksky molochny kombinat LLC



OUR HEARTS ARE IN THE
HIGHLANDS

The Elbrus Region is a unique 
ecologically pristine reserve area. This 
region has a unique climate: the sun is 
shining throughout the year, and the air is 
always fresh and clear. Kabardians, Balkars, 
Russians and other peoples of the Northern 
Caucasus live here together. They are all 
united by one thing: traditional Caucasian 
hospitality and exceptional politeness with 
a special attitude to the elderly, children 
and family values. According to local 
traditions any guest should be received 
with proper honors. Here the guest will 
always receive the best treats and will be 
offered the most comfortable and luxurious 
room to rest.

The family is the very foundation of 
everything for people in Caucasus, and 
all traditions remain there unchanged. 

Unique knowledge, housekeeping secrets 
and recipes of national cuisine proven by 
centuries are passed from generation to 
generation in the family. The elderly are 
always venerated.

Civilization has left the highlands almost 
untouched. Here, in these beautiful lands 
full of energy, like hundreds of years ago, it 
is possible to find endless herds of sheep, 
cows and freely grazing horses. From 
time immemorial livestock husbandry and 
agriculture were the main labor here, and 
the highlanders treat them with respect and 
love.

We are proud of our unique region. We 
treat our national traditions with utmost 
care and do everything to preserve them.



THIS REGION HAS A UNIQUE CLIMATE: 
THE SUN IS SHINING THROUGHOUT THE 
YEAR, AND THE AIR IS ALWAYS FRESH 
AND CLEAR



THIS FACTORY WAS PLANNED AS A CUSTOM 
ONE, IT IS NOT A COPY OF ANOTHER FACTORY



THE LARGEST ENTERPRISE IN 
THE REPUBLIC

What is the Nalchiksky molochny 
kombinat today? It is a cutting edge 
enterprise in one of the cleanest cities of 
Russia. It is well-coordinated organization 
running like clockwork. It is busy day and 
night producing more than two hundred 
different products. The factory produces 
both traditional products, such as milk, 
kefir, butter, sour cream, yogurt, and unique 
products like the K'ALD salted cottage 
cheese. Five sections of the factory — fitted 
with the newest European equipment — 
process up to 700 t of milk per day. People 
already enjoy our products in the North 
Caucasus and the Southern federal districts, 
in Crimea and Moscow.

The Nalchiksky molochny kombinat is a 
socially responsible employer. Stable salary 
is only one proof of this. Every employee 
feels at home here because all conditions 
for the people at the factory have been 
prepared with care and respect. This is 

why employees work at the Nalchiksky 
molochny kombinat for many years. 
Currently more than 800 people work at 
the factory.

Some of the most skilled process 
engineers of Caucasus are working 
at the production. We regularly send 
young specialists for training to leading 
enterprises of Europe and specialized 
exhibitions. Management of the Nalchiksky 
molochny kombinat always keeps track of 
new developments in the dairy industry and 
implements the best solutions to conform 
to strict world standards and even exceed 
them.



OUR SECTIONS
Our factory has five sections, and each 

of them is based on modern production 
lines that we are proud of. From the very 
beginning we have set a very high standard 
for ourselves and trusted the European 
leader in the area of building milk factories 
— the German company called Trubatec — 
with designing.

Many factors were considered, 
including peculiarities of local production, 
location, and ease of maintenance. German 
specialists who selected the equipment 
with utmost, are: factory lines are fitted 
with best technical solutions from Germany, 
Japan, France, Italy, USA, Denmark, 
Netherlands and Russia. Factory sections 
use equipment of GEA GRASSO, BEKUM, 
SERAC, PACK LINE, THIMONNIER, GALDI, 
APV and SHIKOKU.

FIVE SECTIONS — FITTED WITH NEWEST 
PREMIUM EUROPEAN EQUIPMENT — CAN 
PROCESS UP TO 700 T OF MILK DAILY



FERMENTED MILK SECTION
This section is the most productive part 

of the factory; it produces up to 360 t of 
products daily, including kefir, yogurt, milk 
and milkshakes. 

The section is kept up to date and 
upgraded regularly. This is the first 
production line in Russia where milk is 
being canned in own-produced plastic 
canisters and products are made with the 
innovative Pure-Pak Sense packing while 
Japanese machinery made by Shikoku 
helped to improve quality and extend the 
shelf life. This section takes pride in kefir. 
Few people know that it was created near 
mount Elbrus. The recipe of this healthiest 
product spread all over the world from this 
place. We have inherited the centuries-old 
recipes and used them at the factory. This 
is the reason why only we can offer true 
authentic kefir.

THE FIRST PRODUCTION LINE IN RUSSIA 
PRODUCING WITH INNOVATIVE PURE-
PAK SENSE PACKAGING AND CANISTERS

200 TONS
AVERAGE DAILY CAPACITY

80 EMPLOYEES
ENSURE PRODUCTION

360 TONS
MAXIMUM DAILY CAPACITY

62 PRODUCTS
PRODUCTION RANGE



A traditionally important part of 
the factory which we are also proud of 
is the butter section. The Nalchiksky 
molochny kombinat started its operation 
of this section 18 years ago. Currently it 
produces one of Russia's best butters and 
high quality spreads, as well as authentic 
clarified butter. This unique product is made 
only using the best butter, and it is perfect 
for frying since it is better in all respects 
than any vegetable oil. Our clarified butter 
is made using the sedimentation method, 
extending its shelf life considerably. 
We always try to conform to the latest 
technical requirements, so in the next 
year the factory will undergo a large-scale 
reconstruction aimed at optimizing the 
production processes and implementing 
the use of an innovative packaging which is 
absolutely convenient for customers.

THIS SECTION PRODUCES ONE 
OF RUSSIA'S BEST BUTTERS AND 
AUTHENTIC CLARIFIED BUTTER

40 TONS
AVERAGE DAILY CAPACITY

42 EMPLOYEES
ENSURE PRODUCTION

60 TONS
MAXIMUM DAILY CAPACITY

34 PRODUCTS
PRODUCTION RANGE

BUTTER SECTION



You will never find sour cream as good 
as ours. This is how our fellow countrymen 
knew it throughout ages. We have found 
a way to use old home traditions at the 
factory. Now we produce the Chaban sour 
cream with the fat content of 40%, it is so 
thick that the spoon will literally stand in it. 
The secret ingredient is the cream made of 
milk of cows grazing on Alpine meadows. 
We also consider the vast diversity of taste 
of the Caucasian peoples and produce 
liquid sour cream with the texture close to 
cream. A wide range of products allows 
us to satisfy any possible needs of our 
customers. The section works all day and 
night. It produces up to 80 t of sour cream 
daily. Modern Pack Line machines package 
240 cups or 160 containers.

OUR SECRET INGREDIENT
IS CREAM MADE OF MILK
OF ALPINE COWS

SOUR CREAM SECTION

60 TONS
AVERAGE DAILY CAPACITY

35 EMPLOYEES
ENSURE PRODUCTION

80 TONS
MAXIMUM DAILY CAPACITY

41 PRODUCTS
PRODUCTION RANGE



THE COTTAGE CHEESE SECTION IS THE 
NEWEST AND THE MOST CUTTING EDGE 
PART OF THE FACTORY

8 TONS
AVERAGE DAILY CAPACITY

15 TONS
MAXIMUM DAILY CAPACITY

38 EMPLOYEES
ENSURE PRODUCTION

16 PRODUCTS
PRODUCTION RANGE

COTTAGE CHEESE SECTION
This section made our old dream come 

true: we started producing the famous 
salted cottage cheese, K'ALD. Traditionally 
it was made in Caucasian farmsteads 
by hand. It seemed impossible to adapt 
the technology of its production for the 
factory while keeping the taste and texture. 
However, persistence and professionalism 
of the employees working in this section 
helped K'ALD become popular among the 
people of Caucasus and even go beyond 
the region. This product was exotic for 
Moscow and other regions but eventually 
was acknowledged by the buyers and the 
best Russian chefs. The cottage cheese 
section is the newest and the most cutting 
edge part of the factory. It was built in 2015, 
and it is upgraded regularly. Here Goryanka, 
Chaban and Novaya Derevnya cottage 
cheese are produced.



We like challenges. We also can find 
optimal solutions for them. One of these 
challenges was to organize an industrial-
scale production of cottage cheese. 
We did it! Our recipes are based on old 
family traditions because the history 
of cheesemaking in Caucasus span 
over several centuries. We were able to 
implement automation of all processes 
using the newest German equipment. We 
process more than 100 t of milk into cheese 
every day. Only we produce 5 varieties of 
pickled cheeses, 2 varieties of cheddar 
cheeses and 15 varieties of semihard 
cheeses. The pride of our section is the 
Daily's cheese which will tempt you with 
the subtle aroma of Jamaica pepper beans 
and its delicate taste.

WE PROCESS MORE THAN 100 T 
OF MILK INTO CHEESE EVERY DAY

14 TONS
AVERAGE DAILY CAPACITY

20 TONS
MAXIMUM DAILY CAPACITY

50 EMPLOYEES
ENSURE PRODUCTION

17 PRODUCTS
PRODUCTION RANGE

CHEESE SECTION



QUALITY MANAGEMENT
Perfect quality is our main priority. To 

make the products of the factory conform 
to the strictest world requirements and 
standards, in 2015 we adopted the HACCP 
international quality management system 
conforming to the requirements of GOST R 
ISO 22000-2007.

The production process is controlled at 
the factory at every stage beginning from 
receiving milk and ending at shipping the 
finished products.

All milk and ingredients that we 
receive are studied in detail in our research 
laboratory certified by Rostest. Raw 
materials which do not conform for any 
of the parameters are not accepted for 
production.

All equipment in our factory is carefully 
washed and disinfected, color coding of the 
equipment is implemented as well.

Employees working on the production 
undergo obligatory training and skill 

improvement. They clearly known their 
duties, observe recipes and variables of 
production processes.

The factory regularly undergoes 
internal inspections and external audits for 
conformity of production to all standards of 
HACCP and ISO 22000.

A well-built quality management 
procedure at the factory lets us be proud 
of our products and have a positive outlook 
into the future. Every day we work on 
improving the system of quality control 
for our products. We don't want to simply 
meet the established quality standards. We 
want to exceed them while considering the 
peculiarities of our production.



A WELL-BUILT QUALITY MANAGEMENT 
PROCEDURE AT THE FACTORY LETS 
US BE PROUD OF OUR PRODUCTS AND 
HAVE A POSITIVE OUTLOOK INTO THE 
FUTURE



WE DO NOT COMPROMISE. WE WILL 
NOT LET THE QUALITY OF PRODUCTS 
SUFFER EVEN IF THE BUSINESS 
CONDITIONS DEMAND IT



WE TAKE PRIDE IN OUR 
PRODUCTS

Delicious milk, high quality butter, 
various cheeses, tender сottage cheese, 
thick sour cream, traditional ayran, kefir, 
ryazhenka (fermented baked milk) and 
yogurts… The factory produces more than 
200 various products. What is the secret 
of their taste? We put our heart and soul 
into our business. High-tech equipment, 
experienced specialists and strict 
compliance with all recipes help us bring 
all healthy benefits of milk from the Elbrus 
region to customers. 

We have created and patented our 
unique recipes in the form of proprietary 
standards based on centuries-old Caucasian 
traditions.

The factory has received the halal 
certificate from the International Center for 
Halal Standardization and Certification of 
the Russian Council of Muftis. It confirms 
the production and sales of halal products.

The factory management strictly 
opposes the use of artificial additives, 
harmful colorants and GMO. We extend 
the shelf life by using modern equipment, 
packing in sterile conditions and compliance 
with all hygiene norms.

We do not compromise. We will not let 
the quality of products suffer even if the 
business conditions demand it. 

We respect the opinion of our customers. 
You can find the e-mail address for your 
feedback, suggestions and remarks on the 
package of our products. We read all mail, 
including letters received through ordinary 
mail. Every opinion matters because the 
customers help us to become better day by 
day!



OUR BRANDS

Launch date: 2016

SEGMENT:
ECONOMY

2
SKU

ALPIYSKAYA FERMA

Launch date: 2006

SEGMENT:
MAINSTREAM

10
SKU

DOLCE VITA

Launch date: 2016
SEGMENT:
ECONOMY

6
SKU

FERMER

Launch date: 2009

SEGMENT:
MAINSTREAM

14
SKU

ALPARO



Launch date: 2008

SEGMENT:
ECONOMY

23
SKU

GORYANKA Launch date: 2007

SEGMENT:
ECONOMY

20
SKU

KHOZYAYUSHKA
ALPIYSKIKH LUGOV

CHABAN

Launch date: 2010

SEGMENT:
PREMIUM

54
SKU

Launch date: 2009

SEGMENT:
MAINSTREAM

43
SKU

NOVAYA DEREVNYA



OUR WAREHOUSES AND THE SHIPPING 
FACILITY WORK 24/7 TO DELIVER 
FRESH AND DELICIOUS DAIRY 
PRODUCTS TO YOUR TABLE



LOGISTICS
We have implemented an innovative 

WMS system to ensure timely, uninterrupted 
and precise shipments. It is a warehouse 
management system based on storage of 
goods using the address (cell) principle. 
The system clearly tracks movement of 
each separate product and chooses the 
goods for shipment using set priorities. 

Our warehouses and the shipping 
facility work 24/7 to deliver fresh and 
delicious dairy products to your table. The 
Nalchiksky molochny kombinat sends nearly 
350 t of dairy products to stores and retail 
chains every day. This number will soon be 
1.5 times higher. For this very purpose a 
new shipping facility is built which will be 
able to serve 10 vehicles at once.

Our modern warehouse for finished 
products with the area of 2 500 m2 is 
fitted with state-of-the-art equipment. The 
warehouse has several refrigerated rooms 

with the temperature ranging from –18 °С 
to +4 °С. There is a separate freezer with 
the area of 925 m2. It provides all conditions 
necessary for optimal storage of products.

Increasing production volumes require 
expansion of warehouses, so the factory 
plans to double the area of the warehouse 
for finished products and the warehouse 
for raw materials and then expand it even 
further.



OUR ACHIEVEMENTS

PeterFood

RosExpoCrimea

Official partner of
TASTE OF MOSCOW

ProdExpo

Golden Autumn - 
Russian Agricultural 
Exhibition

Presentation of the Chaban 
brand: Radio Mayak

Partner of
Danilovsky Market / 

Ginza Project opening

Wandi 
Bazar



FUTURE BEGINS TODAY

Our future is built on a strong 
foundation of the present. The territory 
of the Nalchiksky molochny kombinat has 
been expanded considerably in 2017. Now 
we start the implementation of the five-
year development plan. We prepare the 
launch of new products, including products 
traditional for Russia and unique ones.

A new shipping facility is successfully 
undergoing commissioning. We also plan 
to develop further the entire internal 
infrastructure of the factory. Factory 
modernization is still underway. Renovated 
cottage cheese and cheese sections are 
going to open soon.

We constantly work to improve our 
team. We will continue attracting the best 
and the most experienced specialists to 
master new directions and improve quality 
of our products.

Several partnership programs for 
promotion of brands were successfully 
implemented in 2017. In future the number 

of these programs will only increase. We 
have already planned participation in major 
international industry-specific exhibitions. 
Our goal is steady increase of sales and 
expansion of the sales geography; we also 
plan to enter the markets of countries of 
the Arabian peninsula.

We have ambitious plans for the future. 
Even though we are rapidly growing and 
developing, so our attention is always 
focused on the customer. This is why the 
quality of our products is always perfect. 
We are not satisfied with what has already 
been achieved. We aim high and seek 
optimal ways to achieve our goals!



www.nmkmilk.ru


